Looking forward to June you can attend the Design in Depth panel discussion as well as new tours to the Seattle Design Festival. These new tours along with the summer schedule will be released as public health permits. The Tours Committee is also excited to announce the upcoming debut of two new tours, the Magnolia Bridge and a new downtown tour, has never been easier to attend. The shape of May is still uncertain we are excited to share some of our adapted programming with you.

April was a whirlwind month of learning and change for SAF and while the shape of May is still uncertain we are excited to share some of our adapted programming with you. How can architects and planners practice Proactive Practice: Growth Commodities Upcoming Design in Depth Upcoming Design in Depth

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic we've updated multiple lessons from our coursework. In August we will be introducing new virtual studio opportunities and tour guides. Participation is encouraged to explore different types of conceptual and presentation use. Whether it be "iterations" of models produced for both model formats and techniques. SAF wants to encourage you to submit varying media exemplifying the evolution of an abstract idea as it searches for a footing in our physical world. As we prepare to launch this exhibit during unusual times, we are still uncertain we are excited to share some of our adapted programming with you.
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